Exploring Student’s Engagement in Learning Vocabulary Through Animation Videos
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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to see how students were involved in vocabulary learning using animated videos. This type of research is qualitative research. The participants in this study were eighth grade students at MTs Al Hasan Karawang. The research sample was 3 students who were selected based on the recommendation of the English teacher, from the most active to intermediate students in learning English. Data were collected through two instruments, namely through interviews and documentation. In the documentation, students are invited to watch learning materials using animated videos with a duration of about 5 minutes. Then after that, students were given questions to write down the new vocabulary they got from the animated video of about 10-15 words. In the interview, the researcher used semi-structured interview as the research design. Students were given several questions related to three aspects of student involvement, namely cognitive, behavioral, and emotional aspects. The research data is in the form of transcripts of short speaking recordings and answers related to interviews that have been carried out. From this study it was found that vocabulary learning using animated videos can help students in learning vocabulary (cognitive), showing positive reactions to learning (emotional), and actively participating in classroom learning (behavior).
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Introduction

Humans are social creatures that interact with each other, these activities require tools, means, or media, namely language. In language learning, we recognize several aspects that support the success of the language, one of which is the vocabulary. Language will not be meaningful without sufficient vocabulary. Therefore, it is important for a student to learn vocabulary. According to Wilkins (Thonbury, 2002: 13) as (Mashhadi & Jamalifar, 2015), states that "little can be communicated without grammar, but nothing can be communicated without vocabulary". From this statement it can be concluded that learning vocabulary takes precedence over grammar. A similar opinion is expressed by Harmer (1992: 153) as (Mart, 2012) "if language structure makes up the skeleton of language, then it is vocabulary that provides the vital organs and the flesh".

The importance of students' engagement in vocabulary makes students' motivations decline, so they don't have the passion to learn vocabulary. Therefore teachers need and use interesting media to attract students and make good engagement in the class. Students Engagement is not just a motivational act and is based on observing student action. Also consider considering some of the factors in learning that remain hidden from a teacher's view. According to Frederick et al., (2004) at site as (Mo & Singh, 2015), three factors that make up engagement are (1) behavioral (including the actions they take), (2) emotional (including student act), (3) cognitive (includes all student efforts that they invest in studying and maintaining the material). It is important for students to experience the three stages of involvement, for example in learning New Vocabulary. On the pandemic of the covid-19 which is presently plaguing the world. School studies were transformed into online learning. Students study at home using modern technology. With modern technology such as computers and smartphones during academics, creating new methods in environments that combine media with learning such as the New Vocabulary for students, which has become a positive step to increase engagement in learning for students to be more motivated to focus more on their learning.

Thus, researchers feel the need to take action to see how students are involved when learning to use modern technology such as animated videos. Researchers use animated videos as a medium to study vocabulary. The primary purpose is to help students' learning to be more effective, interesting and fun and thus increase their learning motivation to collect and improve their vocabulary. Her animated video is a collection of word-word videos based on a theme.

Method

The study is conducted at MTS al hasan Dauwan Barat Karawang. With a focus on 3 students, who will be on the interview using an instrument semi-structure interview. In this research, the researcher used design of qualitative research which is a method of research that attempt to describe and interpret the objects in accordance with reality. And the processed data will analyzed by Thematic Analysis. Thematic Analysis is one of the most common methods for analyzing data with the goal of identifying pola or identifying a theme using data has already been collected by the researcher (Braun & Clarke, 2006).

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

There are three findings of students' engagement in learning vocabulary through
Animation Videos. The participants, concentrate, focus, absorb (cognitive students), enthusiasm, enjoyment, pleasure, and satisfaction in learning academic activities (emotional students), job given, obeying the rules to actively participating in organizations in schools. And also students’ interest in learning in class (behavior students).

### Table 1. Student teacher demography information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants (Pseudonym)</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Linguistics Background</th>
<th>Education Background</th>
<th>Length of English Learning Experience</th>
<th>Social-Economy Background</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alya</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Sundanese Indonesian</td>
<td>A Junior High Student</td>
<td>5 years</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosa</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Sundanese Indonesian</td>
<td>A Junior High Student</td>
<td>5 years</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sahara</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Sundanese Indonesian</td>
<td>A Junior High Student</td>
<td>5 years</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adopted from (Pravitasari & Yanto, 2020)

However, before analyzing the results of interviews with participants, students were given the opportunity to re-check the results of the interview transcripts. It aims to build trust between researchers and participants. Member Inspections are beneficial for establishing data trust and upholding data integrity when (re)constructing data (Harvey & McBean, 2015). And the participant were agreed to be volunteer. They were expressed their experiences in learning vocabulary through animation video.

1. Students’ Cognitive Engagement in learning Vocabulary through Animation Videos

The students were given animated videos on "my house" theme, after which they were interviewed casually regarding the study. This can be traced from interviews exploring students' involvement in vocabulary learning using animated videos.

Researcher : Does the study of using this animated video add to or make it easier for you to collect your vocabulary?

Participant 1 : yes ma’am, increase a little bit. alhamdulillah, the material is easy to understand, if use video it's easy

Participant 2 : yes, increase more.

Participant 3 : yes, increase.

Researcher : Is there any vocabulary you remember from yesterday's animated video study?

Participant 2 : Book slap, tissue Box, alarm clock, fan, tap walker.

Participant 3 : door, floor, roof, window, Mirror.

Based on interview transcriptions, it illustrated that...
students were actively engaged to learning Vocabulary. Animation videos make them focus more on learning vocabulary, so they can actively name the vocabulary they remember.

2. **Students’ Emotional Engagement in learning Vocabulary through Animation Videos**

   Students' emotional shows a positive reaction from students regarding vocabulary learning using animated videos. The reaction shows the students' emotions towards the learning.

   **Researcher**: Is learning vocabulary using this video interesting? And what part did you find interesting?

   **Participant 1**: I think it’s helpful ma’am, especially since animation videos are fun. The part when watching the Video and continues to be asked to collect the words ma’am.

   **Participant 2**: It’s more fun, more interesting to understand. In the image section.

   **Participant 3**: It’s fun, so it goes deeper into the brain. When there’s a singing.

   Based on the interview transcription, it shows positive reactions from students. Animated videos have interesting things for them to learn and make it easier for them to learn.

3. **Students’ Behavior Engagement in learning Vocabulary through Animation Videos**

   Behavioral engagement can be in the form of simple things such as the job given, obeying the rules to actively participating in organizations in schools.

   **Researcher**: How was the learning experience in class, what do you do if there is material that you don't understand?

   **Participant 1**: I’m discuss with friends and ask the teacher too, ma’am.

   **Participant 2**: I’m always discuss with other, and always collecting assignment On Time.

   **Participant 3**: It’s more easier to understand, than online learning that’s nothing use video. And I’ve always discussion with friends.

   Based on interviews with participants, and documentation of student assignments, it can be concluded that students are very actively participating in learning using animated videos. They always discuss with friends or teachers if there is something they do not understand.

**Discuss**

1. **Mediated Animation Videos assist student in learning vocabulary (cognitive engagement)**

   In the results of the researcher findings, the researcher found several opinions regarding the effectiveness of the animated video for their Vocabulary learning. All participants have the same opinion regarding this matter, namely that they think that animated videos have an important role in their vocabulary collection. Furthermore, animation videos can aid in the representation of a material (Zakirman & Hidayanti, 2017). When the researchers asked about the vocabulary they remembered, they were able to mention the vocabulary they had learned, they were also able to mention the meaning of the vocabulary that the researcher had taught before. In addition, they also said that animated videos could increase their vocabulary. This preception was supported by (Sydorenko, 2010) who states that videos can not only be used to learn new...
vocabulary, but also help recall subsequent vocabulary.

2. Positive reaction student in learning vocabulary through animation videos (emotional engagement)

In these students' emotional, students show positive reactions to Vocabulary learning using animated videos. Participants said that there was no difficulty in using animated videos as their learning media. Furthermore, they all have the same perception regarding positive reactions to learning to use this animated video, namely participants say that animated video is a helpful and also interesting medium to use. In the animated video there are several things that make them interested, such as pictures, songs and interesting views. So that makes them happier to learn compared to learning that does not use animated videos. This opinion is supported by a statement from Koning and his Colleagues (2019) at site as (Masitah, Pamungkasari, & Suminah, 2020) stated that animation Videos are beneficial learning outcomes in the form of motor skills and a sense of accomplishment static pictures are interior to cognitive tasks.

3. Active participation of students in class in learning vocabulary through animation videos (students behavior)

In students' behavior, the researcher found that students understood the material that the researcher gave using animated videos. Students' behavior is Positive conduct, interest in learning, and participation in school-related activities are three key areas of behavioral engagement According to Frederony et al 2004, in (Lester, 2013) This is evidenced by participant statements stating positive things related to Vocabulary learning using Animation. They all stated that the material provided was easier to understand than learning that did not use video, besides that they also liked to discuss with their peers or with the teacher if there was material they did not understand. This means that they are very involved in this learning. In addition, all participants said that they were very interested in continuing to learn using this Animated Video, because they thought this media was very helpful and facilitated their Vocabulary learning.

Conclusion

On cognitive engagement. Animated Videos can help students to learn and improve their vocabulary. Because this animated video is a medium that makes it easier for them to collect vocabulary, and easier to understand

On emotional engagement. There are several conveniences and difficulties in learning vocabulary using videos that the researchers found, including; Animated videos are interesting and fun media for participants because there are several things that increase student learning motivation. Such as songs, animated pictures etc., so that their vocabulary can increase after watching Animated Videos. Interesting media to continue as a Vocabulary learning tool. The rest there are no difficulties in learning to use animated videos

On engagement behavior. The level of student activity when learning to use this video is good. Because the media is interesting and easy to understand. This animated video can increase student activity in learning, students become more active in collecting assignments on time and discussing with the teacher if they do not understand the material.
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